2019 Pinto of the Year Awards

A LADY WITH ASSETS (Owned & Shown by: Madison Wojcek)
Junior Youth Trail Horse

A SPECIAL HOT CHIP (Owned by: Marah Smith)
Amateur Novice Hunter Under Saddle (Shown by: Kourtney Smith)

A SUDDEN COPY (Owned by: Kathie McGee)
Open Mule Halter

A TOTAL SENSATION (Owned & Shown by: Taylor Schrock)
Amateur Disciplined Rail English
Junior Amateur Trail Horse
Junior Amateur English Equitation Horse
Junior Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Junior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
Junior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse

A TRU CHOCOLATE (Owned by: Stephanie Sims)
Open Pole Bending Horse
Open Stake Race Horse

AGS AMERICAN GIRL (Owned by: Judy Jackson)
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Pony
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Pony

AKON (Owned & Shown by: Annabelle Tufto)
Youth Pony Halter

ALAMOS STREAKERS FLASHING RACER (Owned by: Diana Van Dyke)
Open Overo Color Miniature B

ALL BE KNOCKIN (Owned & Shown by: Summer Knaus)
Open Trail In Hand Horse
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse

ALL THE RIGHT MOVES ( Owned & Shown by: Gerry Lancaster)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences

ALLIANCE BOLEROS AMIERA (Owned & Shown by: Leeann Sticker)
Amateur Hunter Over Fences In Hand

ALOTA GOOD INTENTIONS (Owned by: Carol Timke)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Hunter Under Saddle (Shown by: Kari Jones)

ALWAYS THE TALK (Owned & Shown by: Kimberly Guenther)
Amateur Flag Race
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ANOTHER LUCKY NIGHT (Owned by: Heather Nelson)
Youth Halter Miniature (Shown by: Autumn Nelson)
Youth Obstacle Driving (Shown by: Autumn Nelson)
Open Driving Barrel Racing Miniature
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature
Open Halter Gelding Miniature
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Miniature
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature
Open Trail In Hand Miniature

AP ANNIES COOKIE BAR BONANZA (Owned & Shown by: Teresa Fellhauer)
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Pony
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Pony

AP LIGHTNING BUG (Owned by: Shannon Harmon)
Youth Pony Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Avery Harmon)

AS A MATTER OF FACTOR (Owned by: Amy Heath)
Open Halter Hunter Type Stallion Horse

ATHENIAN LADY (Owned & Shown by: Amanda Delgado)
Amateur Western Dressage

BARLNK OHMIGOSH (Owned & Shown by: Shelby Nelson)
Youth Novice Disciplined Rail English
Youth Novice Disciplined Rail Western
Youth Novice English Equitation
Youth Novice Trail

BELIEVE IM RADICAL (Owned by: Libby Thomas)
Youth Novice Ideal Pinto Western (Shown by: Lilly Kennedy)

BETTER THAN DIAMONDS (Owned by: Kelly Johnson)
Youth Disciplined Rail English (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Youth Disciplined Rail Western (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Youth English Equitation Stock Type (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Junior Youth English Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Junior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Junior Youth Western Pleasure Horse (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)
Junior Youth Western Showmanship Horse (Shown by: Olivia Johnson)

BIG EXPECTATIONS (Owned by: Macey Lovelace)
Open Hunter Hack Horse

BLAZIN FAST TONTO (Owned & Shown by: Madeline Moll)
Youth Barrel Racing
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BLIZZARD ECLIPSE (Owned by: William & Camilla Frederick)
Open Solid Ideal Ranch Pinto
Open Solid Ranch Conformation Horse
Open Solid Ranch Riding

BLUE ICE MTP DRAKKAR (Owned by: Stacy Zerby)
Open Halter Stallion Miniature

BOOKER TO TUCSON (Owned by: Brian & Sandra Swetlik)
Amateur Pole Bending (Shown by: Lacey Swetlik)

BORN TO BE GOOD (Owned by: Carol Timke)
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Horse
Open Pleasure Driving Horse

BREEZY BEY DREAMIN (Owned & Shown by: Cindy Myers)
Open Show Hack Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Pleasure Type

BROTHER CAN I ZIP (Owned by: Jenna or Juliet Marek)
Youth Ideal Ranch Pinto (Shown by: Jenna Marek)

CHEERFUL VERSE (Owned by: Jena Baarman)
Amateur Walk/Trot Ideal Pinto English (Shown by: Susan Baarman)

CHROMES HARD ROCK (Owned by: Lauren Lamson)
Open Barrel Racing

CLAYBURY'S REIGNING DESERT ROSE (Owned & Shown by: Lisa Tollefson)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Driving

CNP ULTIMATE ADICTION (Owned & Shown by: Porter Toepper)
Youth Novice English Pleasure

COWBOY HEAVEN (Owned & Shown by: Joe Holtvogt)
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure/Saddle Type

CR TIME MACHINE (Owned & Shown by: Allison Kirk)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Hunter Type
Amateur Novice English Pleasure
Amateur Overo Color

DADS FRIENDLY ROCKET (Owned & Shown by: Kyra Pol)
Open Solid Pole Bending Horse
Open Solid Stake Race Horse
Amateur Solid Gymkhana

DAISY BB GUNNER (Owned & Shown by: Debbie Allen)
Amateur Ranch Riding
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DARLAS SMOKIN JET (Owned by: Brian & Sandra Swetlik)
Amateur Keyhole Race (Shown by: Lacey Swetlik)
Amateur Stake Race (Shown by: Lacey Swetlik)

DAYSpring Neighborhood Thrill Ride (Owned by: Regis Hartnett Jr)
Open Roadster Miniature

DECKORATIONS (Owned by: Mandy Zwiefel)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Western Showmanship (Shown by: Summer Zwiefel)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Western Pleasure (Shown by: Summer Zwiefel)

DIP A DAISY (Owned by: Carrie Moody)
Open Mule Western

DIVERSIFIED LINK (Owned by: The Body Channel, LLC)
Open Ranch Conformation

DRIFT IN NEXT TO PHOENIX (Owned by: Jodie Distad)
Open Solid Flag Race
Open Solid Keyhole Race

ECHO VALLEY NASH (Owned by: Tanya Robacker)
Open Halter Utility
Open Trail Utility

EL DORADOS ACES AND EIGHTS PEC (Owned by: Samantha Marzke)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Horse

EQUIOTS RISING STAR (Owned by: Cheryl Shaffer)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Pony
Open Overo Color Pony

EWS IMPRESSIONADO (Owned & Shown by: Cindy Myers)
Amateur Trail In Hand Pony

EXCEPTIONALLY GIFTED (Owned & Shown by: Teri Blair)
Amateur Solid Western

EXPECT IT (Owned by: Margaret Nipper)
Amateur Walk/Trot English Equitation (Shown by: Ellen Waidner)
Amateur Walk/Trot Western Showmanship (Shown by: Ellen Waidner)
Amateur Walk/Trot English Pleasure (Shown by: Ellen Waidner)

FABBIO (Owned by: Meighan March)
Open Halter Hunter Type Gelding Pony

FANCY REVOLVER (Owned & Shown by: Annie Hobrock)
Amateur Walk/Trot English Showmanship

FARMYARD FROLIC ACEHI ( Owned by: Kathy Howard)
Open Miniature Stake Race
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FIFTY SHADES OF FOXY (Owned & Shown by: Kimberly Huckaby)
Amateur Mule English
Amateur Mule Western

FLEETS SENSATION (Owned by: Katy Morrison)
Open Western Riding Horse

FSF ZIPMOTIZING (Owned & Shown by: Lydia Menossi)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Disciplined Rail English
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Disciplined Rail Western
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Ideal Pinto Western
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Trail

FUNK MACHINE (Owned by: Jodi Walter Jones)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot English Equitation (Shown by: Sydney Carson Jones)

GENTLEMEN GET LUCKY TOO (Owned & Shown by: Carma Plessing)
Amateur Walk/Trot Ideal Pinto Western

GIFT TIME (Owned & Shown by: Kelly Williams)
Amateur Walk/Trot Disciplined Rail English
Amateur Walk/Trot Hunter Under Saddle

GO BEY BEE GO (Owned & Shown by: Angela Nemjo)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse
Amateur Western Pleasure Pleasure Type

GOOD GOD OH MIGHTY ( Owned by: Susan Gibson)
Open Western Pleasure Stock Type Horse

GOOD TIME TEASE (Owned & Shown by: Michaela Long)
Youth Bareback English Equitation

GOOD TIMES FOR ME (Owned & Shown by: Jocelyn Timmermeyer)
Youth Solid Gymkhana

GREY GHOST NAVARRE (Owned by: Iris Pinchak)
Open Tobiano Color Utility

GUNS N WHIZES (Owned by: Trish Farmer)
Open Reining Horse

HBF CATCH MY IRONS (Owned by: Earlynn Chase)
Open Hunter Over Fences Horse

HE BE A GIZMO TOO (Owned by: Nicole Adams)
Open Dressage Horse

HE THINKS HES SPECIAL (Owned by: Sharon Bell)
Youth Western Riding (Shown by: Madelyn Giesman)
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HEZAZIPTASTIC DIESEL (Owned by: Amber Madden)
Open Solid Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

HH JETS TWICE THE CHARM (Owned & Shown by: Michaela Long)
Youth Western Pleasure Pony
Open Overo Color Pony
Open Trail In Hand Pony

HIDDEN TIMBERS SPIRIT CHIEF (Owned by: Melanie Peterson)
Open Overo Color Miniature

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLIGHT CP (Owned by: Connie Poulin)
Open English Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse
Open Halter Pleasure Type Mare Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Horse

HOT FOR AN INVITE (Owned & Shown by: Nevaeh Smeeton-Cormier)
Youth Halter Mare Horse

HOTRODDIN RYLEE (Owned by: Cassidy & Donna Jones)
Amateur English Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Cassidy Jones)
Amateur Western Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Cassidy Jones)

HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE ARTWORK (Owned by: Kim Swan)
Open Country Pleasure Driving Combined Miniature & Miniature B

ICE TE JAMAICANSTYLE (Owned & Shown by: Margaret Morton)
Open Solid Halter Stock Type Mare Horse
Amateur Solid Halter

ICONIC (Owned by: Jim Miller)
Open Parade Horse

ILL NEVER TELL (Owned by: Talia Sparrow)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Western Showmanship (Shown by: McKenna Sparrow)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Western Horsemanship (Shown by: McKenna Sparrow)

IM GOOD N INTOXICATED (Owned & Shown by: Elizabeth Koenig)
Open Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse

IMA REAL ROYAL FLUSH (Owned & Shown by: Debbie Slocombe)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse
Open Overo Color Horse
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Mare Horse

IMPRESSIVE INVITATION (Owned & Shown by: Kelly Johnson)
Amateur Tobiano Color
IN MY DARKEST HOUR (Owned & Shown by: E Terry Strawn)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Pony
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Pony
Open Obstacle Driving Pony
Open Pleasure Driving Pony
Open Roadster Pony

INVITE ME BACK (Owned & Shown by: Riley Summerall)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Western Horsemanship

IRESISTABLY A CHEX (Owned by: Allison Thenhaus)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Barrel Racing (Shown by: Reagan Thenhaus)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Flag Race (Shown by: Reagan Thenhaus)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Keyhole Race (Shown by: Reagan Thenhaus)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Pole Bending (Shown by: Reagan Thenhaus)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Stake Race (Shown by: Reagan Thenhaus)

JARDOTS JEWELS CATHERINE (Owned by: Kristin Stolee)
Open Donkey Halter

JAZZY SAN PEP (Owned by: William Woods University)
Open Solid Disciplined Rail Western

JK DOCS BUGIN ROCKET (Owned & Shown by: Keely Seiter)
Youth Solid Western

JORDANS CZAR (Owned by: Morgan Percival)
Open Halter Stallion Miniature B

JP TWO (Owned by: Mark Ward)
Open Mule Gymkhana

JR CHOCOLATE CONVOY (Owned by: Debi Yerex)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot English Pleasure (Shown by: Alessa Rivadeneira)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Trail (Shown by: Alessa Rivadeneira)

JUST LET IT BEE (Owned by: Ashley Enoch-Scott)
Open Solid Halter Hunter Type Gelding Horse

JUST ANOTHER FAIRYTALE (Owned & Shown by: Kate Fitzgerald)
Youth Novice Ideal Pinto English
Youth Overo Color

KEEPING A SPOT FOR YA (Owned by: Bruce & Elaine Heidbrink)
Amateur Ideal Ranch Pinto (Shown by: Bruce Heidbrink)
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KRYMSUN INVESTMENT (Owned by: Shirley Durocher)
Open English Pleasure Hunter Type Horse
Open Hunter Under Saddle Horse
Open Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type Horse
Open Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type Horse
Open Western Pleasure Hunter Type Horse

KTR ELEGANT BY EIGHT (Owned by: Keri Ann Davidson)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot Ideal Pinto English (Shown by: Caroline Ingram)

LA MIDNIGHT EXPRESS (Owned by: Jasmine Pumphrey)
Open Flag Race Horse
Open Keyhole Race Horse
Open Western Dressage Horse

LAKE SHORE LADY (Owned by: True North Show Horses LLC)
Open Solid Yearling Longe Line Horse

LIFETIME WARRANTY (Owned by: Amy Lyon)
Open Halter Stock Type Gelding Horse

LUXURY TO BE LAZY (Owned by: Nena Allen)
Amateur Yearling Longe Line (Shown by: Michael Allen)

MECHANICS MS MARCH (Owned by: Candace Thomas)
Open Yearling Longe Line Horse

MIDAS WELL DREAM BIG (Owned & Shown by: Larissa Kurman)
Amateur Novice Disciplined Rail English

MINI GAITS ENCHANTRESS (Owned & Shown by: Kathleen Kaprelian)
Open Halter Mare Miniature
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature
Open Tobiano Color Miniature
Amateur English Showmanship Combined Miniature & Miniature B

MOUNTAIN MEADOWS BEY KEEPSAKE (Owned & Shown by: Cheryl Shaffer)
Amateur Disciplined Rail Driving
Amateur Obstacle Driving

MY CLASSIC EDITION (Owned & Shown by: Abigail Ebner)
Youth English Pleasure Stock Type
Youth Hunter Under Saddle
Youth Ideal Pinto English Stock Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type
Youth Tobiano Color

MY INTENTIONS R GOOD (Owned & Shown by: Holly Kemple)
Youth Novice Western Horsemanship
Youth Novice Showmanship- English/Western
Youth Novice Western Pleasure
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MY MELANCHOLY BABY (Owned & Shown by: Chris Busby)
Amateur Barrel Racing

NUTHIN BUT A G THANG (Owned by: Kylin Korb)
Open Solid Hunter Under Saddle Horse

ONE SMOKIN LIL HOT ROD (Owned by: Autumn Kinser)
Open Solid Halter Combined Miniature & Miniature B

OOOLALA DESIGN (Owned by: Rebecca Solberg)
Open Solid Halter Hunter Type Mare Horse

OTHER ROMANCE (Owned by: Kathryn Cardenas)
Youth 11-18 Walk/Trot English Showmanship (Shown by: Lainey Baumgardner)

OUT LAST NIGHT (Owned by: Karen Abbey)
Open Disciplined Rail Western Horse
Open Trail Horse
Elite Amateur Trail Horse
Elite Amateur English Equitation Horse
Elite Amateur English Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Showmanship Horse
Elite Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse

PEPPERS BLUEEYESIMON (Owned by: Chad Filek)
Youth Ranch Riding (Shown by: Hannah Filek)

PF NO WORRIES (Owned by: Tina Wolfe)
Open Halter Gelding Miniature B

PHENOMENAL INTENTION (Owned by: Sabrina Graham)
Youth Solid Halter (Shown by: Savannah Williams)

PISTOLS AND POSIES (Owned by: Dwain & Samantha Francis)
Open Mule English

PRESTONS CREEK JOY (Owned by: Morgan Myer)
Youth Mule English (Shown by: Emma Schaefer)
Youth Mule Western (Shown by: Emma Schaefer)

RA BAKHSTER (Owned by: Karen or Harry Cordon)
Open Solid Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Horse

READY TO LOVE (Owned & Shown by: Madelynne Alden)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot English Equitation
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot English Showmanship

REAL BROKEN HOPE (Owned & Shown by: Jalyn Brownell)
Youth Solid English
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REDDY FOR ROSES (Owned & Shown by: Christine Woodford)
Amateur Bareback Western Horsemanship

RHODA RHAVE (Owned by: Cherie Lonas)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Stallion Horse

ROCK POINT SADIE (Owned by: Terry Bates)
Open Donkey Halter

ROYAL EXCITEMENT (Owned & Shown by: Marianne Warland)
Open Halter Saddle Type Mare Horse
Open Tobiano Color Horse
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Mare Horse

S BAR PS MR DEBONAIR (Owned & Shown by: Emma Hanson)
Youth Disciplined Rail Driving
Youth English Showmanship Combined Miniature & Miniature B
Youth Hunter Over Fences In Hand
Youth Ideal Pinto Driving
Youth Jumping In Hand
Youth Reinsmanship-Diving Equitation
Youth Trail In Hand
Youth Pleasure Driving
Youth Halter Miniature B
Youth Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & Miniature B
Open Disciplined Rail Driving Miniature B
Open Hunter Over Fences In Hand Miniature B
Open Ideal Pinto Driving Miniature B
Open Jumping In Hand Miniature B
Open Obstacle Driving Miniature B
Open Pleasure Driving Miniature B
Open Trail In Hand Miniature B
Open Tobiano Color Miniature B

SAW ME IN GUCCI (Owned by: Taylor Holland)
Open Solid Halter Stock Type Stallion Horse

SCENIC KANDY KANE (Owned & Shown by: Marchelle Everhart)
Amateur Novice Ideal Pinto English

SCENIC PRETTY FANCY (Owned & Shown by: Lynze Moon)
Amateur Novice Western Pleasure

SCOTTCREEK MONARCH MAESTRO (Owned by: Rose Berger)
Open Miniature Pole Bending

SCRATCH THESE ODDS (Owned & Shown by: Aria Solemina)
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Hunter Under Saddle

SECRET APPOINTMENT (Owned by: Martin Dixon)
Open Ideal Ranch Pinto
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SEEK IT ALL (Owned & Shown by: Julie Knapp)
Youth English Pleasure Hunter Type

SHADETREE MECHANIC (Owned & Shown by: Suann Illgen)
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Stallion Horse

SHES A CLASSIC IMPULSE (Owned & Shown by: Erika Law)
Amateur Novice Trail

SHES SLEEPING SINGLE (Owned by: Debra Gerber)
Open Solid Pinto Western
Open Solid Trail Horse
Open Solid Western Pleasure Horse

SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND (Owned by: Nancy Ganther)
Amateur Western Showmanship Combined Miniature & Miniature B (Shown by: Lori Bowe)
Amateur Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & Miniature B (Shown by: Lori Bowe)

SHYOFKA KLASIC MANTIS (Owned by: Koryn Van Ittersum)
Youth English Equitation Pleasure Type (Shown by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth English Pleasure Pleasure Type (Shown by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth Ideal Pinto English Pleasure Type (Shown by: Anna Van Ittersum)
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Pleasure Type (Shown by: Anna Van Ittersum)

SINGIN SADDIE SUE ( Owned & Shown by: Kelly Mancinelli)
Amateur Dressage

SIR ROLLAND OF ARENDELLE (Owned by: Dianna Moser)
Open Solid Obstacle Driving Combined Miniature & Miniature B

SKIP GYPSY (Owned by: Karen Clark)
Open Halter Hunter Type Mare Pony

SKIPS OBSESSED (Owned by: Tim & Marie Ternes)
Youth Ranch Conformation (Shown by: Thomas Ternes)

SLEEP ROCKIN ( Owned by: Brenda Meckley)
Amateur Novice Ideal Pinto Western (Shown by: Elizabeth Sanders)

SMHCS FABULOUS MIRAGE (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Miniature Flag Race

SNOW TROOPER (Owned & Shown by: Megan Gehlen)
Amateur Reinsmanship- Driving Equitation

SOUNDVIEWS SPECIAL EDITION (Owned by: Susan Haden)
Open Halter Pleasure Type Gelding Pony

SOUNDVIEWS SUMMER CINN SATION (Owned by: Jean Garcia)
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Pony
Open Tobiano Color Pony
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SPOT MY CREDENTIALS (Owned & Shown by: Ellen Berg)
Amateur Western Pleasure Hunter Type

SS PAINTED PERFECTION (Owned & Shown by: Andrea Clark)
Amateur Halter Pleasure/Saddle Type Gelding Horse

ST R EGYPTIAN WILLOW (Owned by: Debora or Regis Hartnett Jr)
Open Pleasure Driving Combined Miniature & Miniature B

STARING MY BOY TOY (Owned by: Danea Snively)
Open Solid Hunter Over Fences Horse

STARLORD (Owned by: Elizabeth Rice)
Open Halter Saddle Type Gelding Pony
Amateur Pleasure Driving (Shown by: Elliott Mays)

SUM HOT INVITATION (Owned by: Lindsey Morris)
Amateur Novice Disciplined Rail Western (Shown by: Nicole Dias)

SUPER CHIP MY RIDE (Owned by: C Lynn Harrison)
Open Solid Ideal Pinto English

TALK ABOUT LAZY (Owned by: Sharon Bell)
Amateur Bareback English Equitation (Shown by: Cammi Giesman)

TALKIN FANCY (Owned & Shown by: Angela De La Riva)
Amateur Novice English Equitation
Amateur Novice Western Horsemanship

TRUST ME IM GOOD (Owned & Shown by: Taylor Pearson)
Amateur Solid English

THE COUNTRY EXPRESS (Owned by: Danielle Witcosky)
Open Solid Barrel Racing

THE CUTE FACTOR (Owned by: Michaela Long)
Youth Western Showmanship Pony (Shown by: Ela Gnagey)

THE DATE DOCTOR (Owned by: Bailey Eisinger)
Open Solid English Pleasure

THE GALACTIC TIGER ( Owned by: Todd Macuga)
Open English Pleasure Saddle Type Horse
Open Halter Saddle Type Stallion Horse
Open Three Gaited Saddle Type Horse

THE IRON LEGEND (Owned by: Jennifer Meisel)
Open Solid Trail In Hand Horse
THE PERFECT STORM ( Owned by: Lana Grieve)  
Open Solid Hunter Over Fences In Hand Combined Miniature & Miniature B  
Open Solid Jumping In Hand Combined Miniature & Miniature B  
Open Solid Trail In Hand Combined Miniature & Miniature B  

THE ULTIMATE TREND ( Owned by: Chad Filek)  
Youth Bareback Western Horsemanship (Shown by: Stephanie Filek)  
Youth Western Dressage (Shown by: Stephanie Filek)  

U KNOW U WANT ME ( Owned by: Jan Mannion)  
Amateur Trail In Hand Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse (Shown by: Crystal McBride)  

UNCHECKED INVITATION ( Owned by: Nancy Smith)  
Amateur Bareback English Equitation (Shown by: Peyton Weldon)  

VALENTINO'S SIZZLING GEM ( Owned by: Laura Fowler)  
Open Classic Pleasure Driving Combined Miniature & Miniature B  

VESTED SENSATION ( Owned & Shown by: Traci Bousman)  
Amateur Hunter Under Saddle  
Amateur Disciplined Rail Western  
Amateur English Pleasure Stock Type  
Amateur Western Pleasure Stock Type  
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Stock/Hunter Type  
Amateur Ideal Pinto Western Stock/Hunter Type  
Senior Amateur Trail Horse  
Senior Amateur English Equitation Horse  
Senior Amateur English Showmanship Horse  
Senior Amateur Western Showmanship Horse  
Senior Amateur Western Horsemanship Horse  

VIP STERLING SILVERETTE ( Owned & Shown by: Taylor Hagquist)  
Youth Pony English Showmanship  

VR TIMELESS GEM ( Owned & Shown by: Samantha Lewis)  
Open Halter Stock Type Mare Horse  
Amateur Novice Showmanship- English/Western  

VS GOT A RHYTHM ( Owned & Shown by: Andreas Menossi)  
Youth 10 & Under Walk/Trot Western Pleasure  

WATCH ME REPEAT ( Owned & Shown by: Kaylee Altman)  
Open Disciplined Rail English Horse  
Open English Pleasure Stock Type Horse  
Open Ideal Pinto English Stock Type Horse  
Open Ideal Pinto Western Stock Type Horse  
Amateur Halter Stock/Hunter Type Gelding Horse  

WATCH MY MOVES ( Owned & Shown by: Claire McCombs)  
Youth Novice Hunter Under Saddle
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WHITE LIES AND ALIBIS (Owned by: Harold Wayne Jumper)
Open Ranch Riding Horse
Amateur Ranch Conformation (Shown by: Ellen Deming-Jumper)

WILLIAM GRANT (Owned by: Michael Shepherd)
Open Solid Hunter Hack Horse

WINSALOTS PLATINUM PRINCESS (Owned by: Joni Osborn)
Open Halter Mare Miniature B
Open Roadster Miniature B

WOLF COUNTRY THUNDER EAGLE (Owned & Shown by: Dianna Moser)
Amateur Jumping In Hand

WW IVE BEEN SPOTTED (Owned by: Jodi Boldenow)
Youth Show Hack (Shown by: Callie Olson)
Open Park Horse Pleasure Type Horse

WV KYSS OF FAME (Owned by: William Woods University)
Amateur Ideal Pinto English Pleasure/Saddle Type (Shown by: Nikki Bell)
Amateur Show Hack (Shown by: Nikki Bell)

ZAPS CITRONELLA (Owned by: Ruth Deters)
Open Western Pleasure Pleasure Type Pony

ZEE ZEE TOP (Owned & Shown by: Parker VanDyke)
Youth English Equitation Hunter Type
Senior Youth English Showmanship Horse
Youth Halter Gelding Horse
Youth Ideal Pinto English Hunter Type
Youth Ideal Pinto Western Hunter Type
Senior Youth Western Horsemanship Horse
Senior Youth Trail Horse
Senior Youth Western Pleasure Horse
Senior Youth Western Showmanship Horse

ZEPHYR WOODS TOO COOL TO FREAK (Owned & Shown by: Dianne Sobania)
Amateur Halter Combined Miniature & Miniature B

ZEPLINS DANCING DAYS (Owned & Shown by: Barb Ford)
Open Ideal Pinto English Saddle Type Horse
Amateur English Pleasure Saddle Type

ZIP IS IT (Owned & Shown by: Nadine Miller)
Amateur Western Riding

ZIPPO AND ME (Owned by: Mignon Gardner & Lisette Arias)
Amateur Walk/Trot Disciplined Rail Western (Shown by: John Arias)
Amateur Walk/Trot Western Horsemanship (Shown by: John Arias)
Amateur Walk/Trot Western Pleasure (Shown by: John Arias)
Amateur Walk/Trot Trail (Shown by: John Arias)